




Since 1966 TH COMPANY has been developing leading technology and 

offering premium service. TH is a division of the parent company which is 

focused on the Mining and Metallurgy Industries  providing solutions in 

the field of Solid-Liquid Separation. 

TH substantial reference list highlights a large variety of applications and customers. TH has been working and 
cooperating with the most important mining and metallurgy companies in the world passing through the 
    most exhaustive and large quality contrais. Sorne of our references are "Jing Chen" for China National Coal, 
          "Mafube Colliery" for Anglo American, "Bellary" (Iron ore) for Hari Machines, "Phola Coliery"for BHP Billiton, 
             "Matomo" (Platinum Concentrate) for Sylvania Metals or "Befesa Zinc Aser" (Zinc oxide) for Abengoa 
                       Group. 

                                    TH experience providing filtration solutions is quite significant and it is spread worldwide. The 
                                           philosophy of the company has made possible that TH technology is applied in several 
                                                 countries around the word such as: 

                                                                                                    China

                                                                                                           lndia

                                                                                                                  USA

                                                                                                                          England

                                                                                                                                Belgium

                                                                                                                                        Botswana

                                                                                                                                              South Africa

                                                                                                                                                     Portugal

                                                                                                                                                            France

                                                                                                                                                                  Poland

                                                                                                                                                                         Iran

                                                                                                                                                                               Taiwan

                                                                                                                                                                                      Switzerland

                                                                                                                                                                                            Zambia

                                                                                                                                                                                                  Vietnam

                                                                                                                                                                                                        ltaly

With over 50 years of experience, TH is heavily involved in the Mining & Aggregates lndustry and serves mines 
and quarries all over the world with a wide range of technological solutions, turnkey projects and process 
engineering services.





BENEFITS
The APN Series Filter Press is specifically designed for the Mining Industry. The steel core plates and structure
and the “simplicity design” technology makes this filter press be the market leader in robustness and reliability.
Since 1970, every re-engineering of the APN series Filter Press is the consequence of a quality product development
that is continuously adapted to every process and client requirement.

APN Main Features

Simplicity Design

The Filter Plate
The steel core avoids any breakage and its flat surface
ensures trouble-free cake discharge. Its rubber seals
in the perimeter of the plate ensure the tightness of
every chamber, avoid leakage in the perimeter of the
plates (that would decrease the drying efficiency) and
allow to increase the production by only modifying
its thickness.

Water Recovery
The rubber seals and the water collecting manifolds
allow the APN Filter Press to recover the 100% of the
filtrate during the dewatering process.

Top Feeding System
Individual chamber feeding from the top of the plates
through a main manifold and core blowing reduces
wear and avoids material settlements.

Fast Opening System
The opening of the filter press and cake discharge is
done in less than one minute by means of the cake
discharge system.

Efficient Electrohydraulic System
It ensures the minimum energy consumption.  Both
the filter press and the slurry feed pump is driven by
the same power unit.

Fully Automatic
The PLC manages every filter press operation being
able to control all the different processes during the
filtration cycle. The PLC can be interconnected to the
main control room.

Other Technologies
The APN Filter Press design is individual depending
on each process requirements. Draining System, Cake
Moisture Detection System, Cake Washing System,
Cloth Washing System, Core Blow System or Second
Side Air Drying Systems are features that can be added
to the filter press to obtain the best results for any
process.

TH philosophy in the Mining Industry has always 

been conservative. Sometimes mines are

located at very remote areas; the maintenance of APN

Filter Press does not require any technician or special

tools. The objective when designing the filter press

is to obtain reliability and minimal operational costs.
























